Walking Together
NWT Network to Prevent Abuse of Older Adults Conference Report
Northern United Place, Yellowknife
February 10-12, 2015

Introduction
This report summarizes the proceedings from the Walking Together – NWT Network to Prevent
Abuse of Older Adults Conference held in Yellowknife, February 10-12, 2015. More than 50
individuals from 14 communities attended the conference. The conference was facilitated by
Lois Little and this report was prepared
by Bob Stephen, both of Lutra
Associates Ltd. of Yellowknife.
The conference was designed to:


Learn about and discuss the
results of the 2014 research and
compare findings to similar
research in 2010,



Use the research to identify next
steps for the NWT Network to
Prevent Abuse of Older Adults,



Learn about You Power: It’s Not Right! Neighbours, Friends, and Families for Older Adults,
and



Decide on personal/professional actions to prevent and respond to older adult abuse.

Following the two-day conference, some participants attended an optional in-depth You Power:
It’s Not Right! Neighbours, Friends, and Families for Older Adults session with Alison Leaney,
National Trainer with the University of Western Ontario Centre for Research and Education on
Violence against Women and Children. The in-depth session was designed to give participants
confidence to deliver the core 20-30 minute It's Not Right! presentation.

February 10, 2015 – Day 1

Conference Opening
Beatrice Francis with the Tetlit Gwich’in Elders’ Council, offered an opening prayer. Terry
Rideout, Co-Chair of the NWT Network to Prevent Older Adult Abuse welcomed participants.
This was followed by participant introductions.
Barb Hood, Executive Director, NWT Seniors’ Society and Terry Rideout, NWT Network CoChair, provided background about the formation and work of the NWT Network to Prevent
Abuse of Older Adults. The NWT Network had its first meeting in November 2011. Now after
three years, the NWT Network has 72 individual and agency members.
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The NWT Network in collaboration with NWT Seniors’ Society has done a “monumental
amount of work” in the last three years. The NWT Network has:
• Worked with eight communities and one region to form support networks.
• Led elder abuse/Creating Safe Communities for Older Adults workshops in 18 communities.
• Promoted awareness among diverse audiences by presenting “It’s Not Right! Neighbours,
Friends and Families for Older Adults.”
• Worked with the RCMP and others to offer education and training about abuse.
• Created and maintained an inventory of resources to help older adults and others work
together to prevent abuse.
• Funded 11 intergenerational projects to strengthen elders/seniors and youth
relationships.
• Advocated to governments and other agencies to give more priority to keeping older
adults safe.
• Investigated legislative and policy options to keep vulnerable and at-risk older adults
safe.
• Assessed front-line worker training needs and ways to respond to them.
• Funded a community/regional network support coordinator and a short-term pilot older
adult advocate worker project in one region.

Findings from the Comparative Research Project on Older Adult Abuse in
the NWT
Lois Little, Lutra Associates Ltd. thanked community researchers and all the older adults and
service providers who participated in the research. Excellent participation provides strong
evidence about the state of older adult abuse in the NWT and what needs to be done to address
it. A Power Point was presented to highlight the research findings. The presentation and final
research report are available from the NWT Network to Prevent Abuse of Older Adults and the
NWT Seniors’ Society.
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The objectives of the 2014 research were to:
1. Measure changes in awareness and responses to older adult abuse since 2010.
2. Gauge the impact of NWT Network measures taken since 2010.
3. Consider next steps for preventing older adult abuse throughout the NWT.
Similar methods were used in the 2014 and 2010 research.
In the 2014 research, over 7% of older adults (50+ years of age) in 15 communities were
surveyed. This was greater than in 2010 when less than 6% of older adults in 12 communities
participated. A broad diversity of older adults participated in the 2014 research including 2% of
older adults who are homeless. Hiring community researchers helped to increase older adult
participation. In 2014, fewer key informant interviews were conducted than in 2010, 57
compared to 98. Interviews targeted service providers serving older adults and NWT Network
members.
Extent and Awareness of Older Adult Abuse
Older adult abuse remains a problem in the NWT. In
2010, 71% of older adults surveyed said that older adult
abuse was a problem in their community. In 2014, 70%
say older adult abuse is a problem.
Incomplete and unreliable data are reasons that service
providers are uncertain about the extent of older adult
abuse in the NWT. Well known determinants of health/safety (e.g., poverty, addictions,
unemployment) contribute to older adult abuse. However in 2014, more service providers are
talking about the root causes of abuse such as residential schools and colonalization. Older
adults and service providers agree that financial abuse and neglect are the main types of abuse
that elders/seniors experience.
While awareness about older adult abuse has grown since 2010, fewer individuals seem to
know how to address it. In 2014, older adults not knowing how to protect themselves from
abuse and not knowing where to go for help were issues raised by close to 50% of individuals
surveyed. Almost two-thirds of older adults surveyed want to work with others to stop abuse.
Responses and Interventions
More older adults are taking action against abuse in 2014 compared to 2010, albeit still a
minority of individuals. Almost two-thirds of older adult surveyed consider calling the RCMP,
speaking out, being aware, and having family support as the actions that best worked to
respond to abuse.
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Most older adults surveyed are unable to evaluate the effectiveness of NWT Network activities.
They feel that support from leaders, speaking out, family support, and information on where
and how to get help would improve efforts to prevent and respond to older adult abuse.
Service providers are responding to older adult abuse as best they can. They do so by engaging
trusted family members and informally working with other agencies and local businesses.
Residential school supports, outreach, regular socio-cultural and intergenerational activities,
and proactive service providers are making a difference in the lives of older adults and helping
to keep them safe.
Service providers are concerned that the system is seriously failing to protect vulnerable older
adults (e.g., those individuals who are isolated; substance users; live in poverty; have
disabilities; or have other issues that create dependencies).
Networking to Prevent Older Adult Abuse
More than half of older adults surveyed are unaware of the NWT Network and/or any
community support network or local group
working to prevent abuse. Those aware of
networks see them as valuable sources of
information and relationships and a way to
deliver positive and strong messages.
The NWT Seniors’ Society is applauded for its
administrative support to the NWT Network to
Prevent Abuse of Older Adults. A clear process,
better promotion, and a more active and action
oriented membership would improve the NWT Network’s work.
Future of the NWT Network
Service providers agree that the NWT Seniors’ Society is the “right leadership and sponsor of
the NWT Network” and should continue in this role. There are many things that the NWT
Network can do in the future including working more closely with the GNWT Departments of
Health and Social Services and Justice, particularly in communities and regions. Both the NWT
Network and GNWT need to ramp up culturally appropriate education/awareness activities;
find ways to put more community-based supports in place; and move program funds into
communities to build local capacity to address abuse.
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Conference Participants’ Thoughts on the Research
In small groups, participants discussed whether they agreed or disagreed with the research
findings. There were more points of agreement than disagreement. In their discussions,
participants also expanded to some extent, on the research findings.
Participants agree or note that:
 The research is great and gives a “voice to seniors.”
 There are now groups to belong to and more group activities that older adults can be
involved in.
 There is a lot of communication, more talk about abuse, and less denial which reduces
reporting barriers.
 More education and awareness prevails across all age groups (especially younger people)
about older adult abuse. Education effort should now focus on leaders.
 The RCMP is now a more important first contact for responding to older adults in abusive
situations. In the past, a perpetrator apprehension approach by the RCMP made it difficult
to build relationships and discouraged reporting. Today, RCMP are taking leadership roles
(e.g., in on-the-land activities, mentoring, and community celebrations) and building
positive relationships. “Tuk on call” is a good example of a local RCMP member reaching
out to help youth and others.
 Financial abuse of older adults is most prevalent.
 Financial, emotional, and physical abuse of older adults are the most underreported. When
older adults are powerless and vulnerable due to shame, fear, and embarrassment, it is
difficult to identify or report abuse.
 Statistics where they exist, are an inaccurate measure of the incidence of older adult abuse.
 Many older adults don’t understand or like the word ‘abuse’ because it implies blame,
creates a stigma, and deters reporting. ‘Creating safe communities’ is better than saying
‘older adult abuse.’
 Likely in every community, there are some older adults who abuse each other; are “stuck in
their world”; and have
unhealthy lifestyles.
 Change is difficult for
many seniors/elders. It is
important to build on
the ‘positive spin’ of
intergenerational
activities and education.
To ‘bridge the gap’
elders/seniors should go
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into the schools and youth should visit with elders/seniors.
Trust is essential. A trusted family member may be the best intervention where there is risk
of abuse or abuse.
Cross-cultural teaching and awareness are needed for service providers to better
understand the reasons why older adult abuse is happening and to comfortably talk to older
adult victims of abuse.
Front-line workers need response and intervention training so that they are not responding
inappropriately or creating barriers to reporting and intervention.
Day programs are “popping up” throughout the NWT as a way to counter factors that put
older adults at risk of abuse‘ such as ‘social isolation’, which is a known and important
factor in abuse. GNWT Health and Social Services is working with the NWT Housing
Corporation to develop care facilities with common spaces that can be used for elders/
seniors programming.
Communities are also finding
ways to transport vulnerable/at
risk older adults to day
programs. It is unfortunate that
the elders/seniors day program
in Yellowknife is underutilized.
Elders/seniors are a lower
priority than in the past. This is
evidenced by the fact that communities are not targeting GNWT Wellness Initiative funding
at older adults. Wellness funds are a source of resources for longer term projects which are
critical to building trust and supporting community networks. But more work needs to be
done in communities to highlight needs and prioritize projects targeting elders/seniors.
Work also must be done at the community level to address perceptions/realities that GNWT
projects are ridden with too much “red tape.”
There is uncertainty about whether the NWT needs adult protection legislation.
Privacy laws create barriers to sharing information and keeping older adults safe. Front-line
workers are frustrated with who they should report to and how they can get help when
confidentiality is a barrier to sharing information.

Participants disagree or are concerned that:
 Comparable results were rendered from fewer interviews in 2014 as compared to 2010 (57
compared to 98). It is recognized that there is a point in any research where the same
messages are repeated over and over, and a saturation point has been reached.
 Research findings can be applied to the whole NWT because half of the communities didn’t
participate.
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The findings presented don’t compare living conditions among older adults. (This analysis
is provided in the detailed research report.)
Trusted family members are a suitable intervention for at-risk older adults. Other options to
protect the safety of vulnerable and at-risk older adults need to be considered.
The research did not include the collection of traditional knowledge in the interviews with
elders or highlight elders’
role in sharing stories,
working with
youth/schools, and cultural
promotion in communities.
There is a lack of legislation
and policies to keep older
adults safe.
There is a lack of routine
checks/monitoring of older
adults to deter abuse and protect older adults (e.g., the RCMP, Band, hamlet offices together
with Government Service Officers are doing this work in some communities).

Conference Participants’ Suggestions for the NWT Network
Conference participants were asked to prioritize actions that the NWT Network to Prevent
Abuse of Older Adults should take in the immediate future. They had five main priorities.
1. Education and Awareness
 Build on the NWT Network education and awareness successes through:
o More older adult abuse prevention workshops, community dialogue, ongoing
mentoring to sustain and strengthen community responses, and continue to promote
and support youth and older adult intergenerational activities.
o More older adult abuse messaging at community events
 Use of technology to improve community participation in creating safe communities for
older adults by:
o Producing a short video about the NWT Network for viewing in communities.
 Education and awareness about medical prescriptions targeted at older adults.
2. Proactive Community Programs, Services and Funding
 Identify accessible resources/supports for victims and perpetrators of older adult abuse.
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 Plan for older adult events, activities, and programs
based on community needs and get program funding
into the hands of older adults.
 Take a ‘how to’ mentoring approach to follow-up on
Creating Safe Community workshops to build
community response capacity (e.g., how to start a
group, work collaboratively, partner, and best use time
and resources).
 Improve community transportation for older adults so
they are able to get to medical appointments and social/cultural activities.
 Work on legislation that supports older adult protection and encourages reporting of abuse.
 Engage interpreters where necessary to help older adults better understand front-line
workers and service providers.
3. Training
 Deliver:
o Cross-cultural training to raise cultural awareness of front-line workers visiting and
working in NWT communities.
o Front-line worker training to improve older adult abuse responses and interventions.
4. Advocacy
 For communal older adult housing facilities in all communities that are close to services,
keep elders/seniors safe, and provide common areas for meeting and cultural activities.
 For community leaders and MLAs to work with wellness workers and others to evaluate
and reassess program effectiveness in meeting the needs of older adults and keeping them
safe.
 For NWT Network members to more proactively:
o communicate messages and information in their communities, and
o work with front-line workers to
improve community responses
to older adult abuse.
 For elder/senior membership on
community-based interagency
committees.
5. Research
 “Hear voices that are silenced” to enhance the role of older adults in all communities.
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Continue the older adult abuse research but target vulnerable older adults to find ways to
engage them and keep them safe.

A Message from the Honourable Glen Abernathy, Minister Responsible
for Seniors
Minister Abernathy acknowledged the tremendous work and successes of the NWT Network
over the past three years. “Raising awareness is a first step in letting older adults know help is
available to respond to and prevent older adult abuse.”
The GNWT is committed to investing in health and well-being and enabling seniors/elders to
remain in their home communities. To this end, funding is available for enhancing home care,
day programs, and case management. The Department invests $199,000 in Seniors’ Week
activities, the Seniors’ Toll free information line, and the NWT Network (estimated $90,000).
The GNWT strives to integrate and coordinate programs/services for seniors/elders. Our Elders
Our Communities released in 2014, is the strategic framework for meeting the health care and
social needs of elders/seniors. An updated caregiver handbook is an initiative planned for 2015.
Minister Abernathy stressed the importance of working together in partnership. He thanked
the NWT Network for its work helping to create awareness about older adult abuse.

Questions and Answers with Minister Abernathy


Is legislation to address older adult abuse planned? No legislation is planned for the life of
this Legislative Assembly. Barb Hood noted that although there has been research into
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legislation, it has not been advocated by the NWT Seniors’ Society. The research report
will be made available to the Minister.
Will the Minister table Influences on the Quality of Older Adult Life in the Northwest
Territories, a collaborative research project of the NWT Seniors’ Society and Aurora
Research Institute? The document carries the voices of older adults and their concern for
older adult abuse. Minister Abernathy is amenable to tabling the document and requested
members of the organizations to be present in the Legislative Assembly at the time of tabling.
What resources are available to translate documents and materials into the 11 NWT
official languages? The Department will assess requests for document translation if they are
brought forward.
Income level may restrict seniors/elders from accessing programs to improve their
homes. Is it possible to create a loan program to help these seniors/elders? Minister
Abernathy asked the NWT Seniors’ Society to submit a written request to the Minister’s office
for such a program.
Why were some service providers not allowed to participate in the 2014 research on
older adults? Minister Abernathy expressed concern about this and asked for examples so he
can follow-up.
Is there funding available for interpreters at community health centres so that elders are
better served? GNWT Health and Social Services tries to meet this need in other ways and does
not dedicate funding for interpreters. Wherever possible, bilingual employees (e.g., Government
Service Officers) are hired and are available to help as required by other government service
providers.
Are there plans for a nurse and RCMP in Tsiigehtchic? Will the Minister come to the
community? The GNWT is well aware of this issue as it is a concern in 10 NWT communities.
The GNWT is currently looking at alternative service models including special constables and
para-medics. Minister Abernathy intends to visit several communities prior to the next election.

February 11, 2015 – Day 2

You Power: It’s Not Right!
Neighbours, Friends, and
Families for Older Adults Part
I
Alison Leaney MSW, RSW, is a national
trainer for the It’s Not Right! Neighbours,
Friends, and Families for Older Adults. For
the past two decades, Alison has worked for the British Columbia Public Guardian and been
involved in building community support networks to prevent older adult abuse in B.C. and
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across Canada. Currently, there are 120 community support networks operating in B.C.
Neighbours, friends, and family members are central to well-functioning networks. Service
providers alone can’t respond to older adult victims of abuse. There is a need to involve
citizens.
YOU Power: It’s Not Right! is a three-year training project funded by New Horizons for Seniors
and sponsored by the Centre for Research and Education on Violence Against Women and
Children at Western University. Naming the training YOU Power avoids the stigma often
associated with abuse. YOU Power is intended to change social norms among bystanders so they
can, and do respond to older adult abuse. Encouraging people to bring older adult abuse out
into the open and informing bystanders that each person has the power to respond are central
features of the training.
YOU Power facilitators are delivering the training in 13 pilot locations across Canada including
Yellowknife. A least four conference participants have attended YOU Power training, and two
co-facilitated this training in Hay River last year.
YOU Power training includes core messages,
interactive video scenarios, and an
electronic clinic. Core content encompasses:











YOU Power and making a difference.
Ageism attitudes and behaviour
(e.g., stereotyping and generalizing
about older adults; recognizing
ageism as a form of discrimination;
and loss of respect).
Defining older adult abuse (e.g., harm caused to older adults).
Recognizing warning signs and risk factors (e.g., depression, isolation, injuries, someone
moving in and taking over, patterns such as end of the month visitors at pension cheque
time)
What we can and how to respond and support older adult victims – SNCIT.
 See It! Something makes you feel uncomfortable.
 Name It! Talk to the older adult about your concerns.
 Check It! Ask them if they are okay, in danger, and if there is anything you can do
to help.
 Solve______________________Empower___________________Avoid On this
continuum of responses, empowering is the middle ground that leaves the door
open for the victim to take action to avoid the abuse. Solving a problem of abuse for
a victim can be disempowering. Avoiding confronting abuse can result in harm.
Sharing stories.
Sharing information about resources available.
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Opening the door to a trusting relationship (e.g.,
how to have a supportive conversation with an
older adult experiencing abuse).

Alison Leaney encouraged individuals with an interest in
becoming a YOU Power trainer to attend a more in-depth
session available on the morning of February 12.

Exploring Possibilities: What Needs to Be Done to Make a Difference?
Conference participants engaged in an interactive exercise to identify through drawings and
discussions with others, the actions that they intend to take to support the work of the NWT
Network to Prevent Abuse of Older Adults.
1. Actions to Build Awareness
 Share training and information with staff/colleagues.
 Arrange for an awareness and training workshop with staff.
 Use local radio, TV, word of mouth, posters, social networking, Power Point, and minidrama to share information and messages to help older adults recognize abuse, and
build safe communities for older adults.
 Teach students in the school and talk to elders about respect and sharing.
 Build awareness about culture (e.g., families taking care of one another, sharing).
 Arrange and facilitate Creating Safe Communities awareness workshops with older adults,
and follow-up with mentoring and support to build community capacity.
 Have an ‘open door’ policy to invite older adults to talk and to raise their awareness
about older adult abuse.
 Restart the Seniors’ newsletter and email to NWT communities.
2. Advocacy
 Advocate for a return to traditional values (e.g., mutual sharing).
 Take leadership and advocate for working with the NWT
Network and interagency group to build safe communities.
 Listen and respond.
 Encourage older adult champions to speak out - give older
adults a voice instead of a whisper - and support and
advocate for champions.
3. Funding
 Obtain funding to spread around to NWT communities.
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 Use community wellness plans as the
rationale for funding for seniors/elders’
oriented wellness activities.
 Help agencies prepare applications and
proposals to apply for funding.
 Find funding for community projects and for
interpreters to facilitate home visits with
elders/seniors.
 Look for community support and funding to do more collaborative older adult research.
4. Training
 Help older adults learn about technology.
 Arrange for the delivery of staff training on older adult abuse.
 Get more training to share knowledge with elders/seniors and others.
5. Proactive Community Programs/Services
 Support collaborative projects through interagency committees and connections with
other agencies.
 Participate in seniors/elders group exercises, singing with elders and Nordic walking on
the land.
 More visiting with elders to break the isolation and address neglect.
 Pick up elders/seniors from their homes to get them involved in daily activities.
 Look for signs of problems and reach out to vulnerable older adults.
 Identify caregiver respite opportunities and arrange for the delivery of “honouring our
elders” workshops.
 Promote intergenerational hands-on activities that bring elders and youth together (e.g.,
snowshoe making).
 Stage outdoor story-telling events and where possible, away from the community in a
camp or on the land.
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Closing
The conference closed with a group photo with all the drawing showing personal/professional
commitments to working with the NWT Network to take action on older adult abuse.
Alphonsine McNeely offered the closing prayer.
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Appendix

Additional Information Presented (not included in the Agenda)
New Horizons for Seniors’ Program, Human Resources and Skills Development Canada
Don MacMillan with Service Canada, spoke about New Horizons for Seniors’ Program, a
federal grants and contributions program that supports social inclusion and participation
projects for and by seniors. Project funding (not operational) up to $25,000 is available for
projects (e.g., that promote volunteerism, engage seniors to mentor others, expand awareness of
elder abuse, and support social participation). New Horizons for Seniors’ funding is
underutilized in the NWT.
A proposal call will be circulated in mid-May with an application deadline in early July. The
approval notification is in February. The application is simple and provides the basis for an
agreement and the release of funding.
For more information: Contact Don MacMillan, don.macmillan@servicecanada.gc.ca
or go to the website: http://www.esdc.gc.ca/eng/seniors/funding/community//index.shtml
Government Service Officers, GNWT Department of Executive
Dan O’Neil, Regional Director with the GNWT Department of the Executive presented a video
about the role of Government Service Officers (GSOs). GSOs bring government services to 18
small NWT communities. The single window service centre model has been successful in
breaking down barriers and making government more ‘user-friendly.’ GSOs respond to about
5,000 inquiries annually. Problem solving in the community by the community is a guiding
principle of the service.
GSOs:
 are locally hired and typically speak the first language of their community. Where
language is a barrier, funds for interpreters are available.
 work in their offices four afternoons per week. In many communities, they leave their
offices one afternoon a week to visit older adults.
 work with Service Canada to deliver Federal Government programs.
 are well suited to work with interagency committees to build community capacity.
For more information: Contact Dan O’Neill Dan_O'Neill@gov.nt.ca or 867-873-7897 or go to the
website http://www.executive.gov.nt.ca/offices/regional_directors/swsc.htm
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NWT Victim Services, GNWT Justice
Ruth McKeown, Dept. of Justice, presented an overview of the Victim Assistance Fund. The
Fund supports community projects that prevent and/or respond to abuse of older adults. The
Fund is topped up by fines levied through the court system. Application for funding for older
adult abuse projects may also be made to the Centre for Victim’s Issue, Policy Section, Justice
Canada.
For more information:
http://www.justice.gov.nt.ca/victimservices/VictimServices_AssistanceFund.shtml
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"Walking Together”- NWT Network to Prevent Abuse of Older Adults Conference
Participants
Participant
Organization
Community
Donna Akhiatak

Ulukhaktok Elders’ Committee

Ulukhaktok

James Andre

Tetlit Gwich’in Elders’ Council

Fort McPherson

Leona Arey

Ingamo Hall Friendship Centre

Inuvik

Susan Ashton

Ashton Consulting

Yellowknife

Florence Barnaby

Fort Good Hope Elders’ Committee

Fort Good Hope

Priscilla Betsaka

Government Service Officer

Nahanni Butte

Andy Bezanson

RCMP “G” Division

Yellowknife

Karen Buggins

Katlodeeche First Nation

Hay River

Rena Chapple

Health and Social Services

Tulita

Victoria Deegan

Family Support Centre

Hay River

Bess Dozon

AVENS

Yellowknife

Albert Elias

Elders’ Support Person

Inuvik

Ann Firth-Jones

Hay River Seniors’ Society

Hay River

Bernice Francis

Tetlit Gwich’in Elders’ Council

Fort McPherson

Bob Gamble

Yellowknife Seniors’ Society

Yellowknife

Samuel Gargan

Deh Gah Got’ie First Nation

Fort Providence

Rita Green

Health and Social Services

Tuktoyaktuk

Jean Gruben

Tuktoyaktuk Elders’ Committee

Tuktoyaktuk

Bessie Hagen

Aimayunga Women & Emergency Care Shelter

Tuktoyaktuk

Shelia Humphrey

AVENS

Yellowknife

Brenda Jerome

Ingamo Hall Friendship Centre

Inuvik

Shawn King

RCMP “G” Division

Yellowknife

Mavis Klause

NWT Seniors’ Society

Fort Resolution

Sophie Korolchuk

Hay River Seniors’ Society

Hay River

Sarah Krengnektak

Rosie Dvayuak Health Centre

Tuktoyaktuk
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Victorine Lafferty

Health and Social Services

Yellowknife

Elly Lecorre

AVENS

Yellowknife

Don Macmillan

Service Canada

Edmonton

Doris Manuel

Victim Services

Fort Good Hope

Margaret McLeodNorris
Denise McKee

Health and Social Services

Inuvik

NWT Disabilities Council

Yellowknife

Ruth McKeown

NWT Victim Services

Yellowknife

Alphonsine McNeely

Cooperative Justice Committee

Fort Good Hope

Amy Mercredi

Enterprise Seniors’ Society

Enterprise

Pertice Moffitt

Aurora Research Institute/College

Yellowknife

John Norbert

Tsiigehtchic Elders’ Council

Tsiigehtchic

Dan O’Neill

GNWT Executive

Yellowknife

Leon Peterson

Fort Smith Seniors’ Society

Fort Smith

Yvonne Quick

Yellowknife Seniors’ Society

Yellowknife

Terry Rideout

NWT Network (Chair)

Hay River

Wanda Roberts

Aurora College

Yellowknife

Carole Robinson

Yellowknife Seniors’ Society

Yellowknife

Susan Ross

Gwich’in Tribal Council

Inuvik

Debby Rybchinski

YWCA Alison McAteer House

Yellowknife

Jill Rymer

Health and Social Services

Fort Resolution

Marion Smith

Hay River Seniors’ Society

Hay River

Brianne Timpson

Aurora College

Yellowknife

Greg Towler

RCMP “G” Division

Yellowknife

Avis Vallis

Health and Social Services

Yellowknife

Jackie Wallis

Service Canada

Yellowknife
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Participant Evaluations
Evaluations were completed at the end of both Day One and Day Two.
1. Did the information shared today meet your expectation?
Day One Yes 28 No Somewhat 5
Day Two Yes 28 No Somewhat 2
2. Was the information shared helpful to you?
Day One Yes 32 No Somewhat 1
Day Two Yes 30 No Somewhat 1
3. What part of today's agenda had the most impact on you?
Day One
1. research results and discussion
2. table talk
3. sharing of ideas
4. hearing other community successes and barriers and delegate stories
5. other: interactions between people and questions to the Minister
Day Two
1.
sharing ideas
2.
action picture drawing exercise
3.
YOU Power presentation
4.
exploring possibilities/awareness of different issues
5.
commitments everyone made
6.
other: information on how to talk to victims and Government Service Officer
presentation
4. List two main messages/learnings that you will take from today's discussion?
Day One
1. education and awareness. “The awareness conversation has started. We need to keep it
going and give a voice to older adults. Nothing changes unless we are involved”.
2. the amount of abuse is shocking.
3. other:
 need to focus on prevention and intervention; frontline worker education and training;
policy and legislation change and funding support
 more elder visits
 GSOs are able to help with some elder issues and want to be involved
 encouraging RCMP members to be available for events in every community
 ‘one stop’ for elders seeking help
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 more engagement of community service providers and leadership to encourage open
sharing among agencies and services for elders. “Get the leaders working for the
people.”
 feedback on research and the Minister's message
Day Two
1. awareness, education, training, and funding for awareness campaigns
2. sharing information. Older adults don't know where to go for help.
3. be aware of signs, reach out, ask questions, listen, guide, and advocate. “Being a good
listener is crucial. We don't have to take on and solve a victim's problems.”
4. support elders without assuming or judging
5. See it! Name it! Check it! (SNC It!)
6. knowing about ageist attitudes and behaviour
7. the commitments. “You can't change the world. Take small steps. Every action can make a
difference.“
8. other:
 “It's Not Right!” - a powerful presentation
 time to take action: more seniors' advocacy
5. What do you plan to do with the learnings/messages you take away?
Day One
1. share the information with others e.g.,
a. with my community’s elder coordinator to promote and build awareness
b. by networking with service providers and higher powers, co workers, and friends
c. seniors in my community. Let them know they are not alone and its okay to talk
about abuse.
d. use the radio and workshops to share information.
2. other:
 promote “creating safer community” for elders
 act on what was learned. Plan and implement programs and elder/youth activities.
 continue to build on successes and existing processes.
 join the Network
 encourage more RCMP community engagement and community school outreach to
elders
Day Two
1. share the information e.g., with staff, elders, seniors' society, elders' committee, community
members, youth, schools, my people, my family, and my community
2. provide community and elder awareness and training workshops
3. other:
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 draft a seniors' newsletter to inform seniors about NWTSS activities and what NWTSS is
working on
 train to be a facilitator for community delivery of It's Not Right!
6. What two things could have been done differently to improve agenda today?
Day One
1. more microphones for participants
2. an agenda that provides for:
a. more proactive solutions to reduce abuse
b. more time to ask the Minister questions
c. more group activities and time to evaluate/fine tune discussions
d. breaks and visual aides. “Sitting too long is tiring!”
e. efficient and effective “table talk” with less repetition.
f. keynote speaker focus more on success stories and less on gaps
g. topics including e.g. cultural differences, housing, and frontline worker training
Day Two
1. an agenda that provides for:
a. more time on each topic
b. more breaks and varied lunch menu
c. elders stories to get wisdom and jokes for laughter
d. brainstorming practical and informal supports/actions that community members
could implement to keep seniors' safe in their communities
e. cultural awareness to balance a “euro centric” point of view
2. other:
 less talk and more action
 more videos and pamphlets
 shorter YOU Power presentation
 same day delivery of YOU Power training
7. What follow-up would you see from today's discussion?
Day One
1. keep the conversation and momentum going. Connect with community service providers
to raise awareness and address action items
2. more face to face meetings, workshops, speakers and visual aids
3. other:
 research findings and symposium reports and feedback on Minster Abernathy’s
symposium commitments distributed to communities
 NWT Network increase its advocacy role e.g.,
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o

change in government policy and laws. NWTSS and NWT Network collaborate
to look at legislation issue and develop guidelines for service providers to
recognize the signs of abuse and appropriate response.
o ask Minister Abernathy to share his thoughts on the NWT Network and older
adult abuse with his legislative colleagues
o seniors’ facilities/elders' centres offering communal and secure space in every
community.
 clear direction for action and for continuing the NWT Network until abuse is eliminated.
Set realistic priorities and schedule
 more senior involvement to benefit from their wisdom and teaching
Day Two
1. more frequent than annual face-to-face meetings e.g. in six months to follow-up on
participant commitments
2. more community workshops, conferences, posters and local radio to raise awareness
3. other:
 delivery support in our community for It's Not Right!
 more training and advocacy
 more videos and information on TV
 expedite the distribution of DVDs with video information
 NWT Network set and evaluate annual goals
8. What other comments would you like to make about the symposium?
Day One and Day Two
Positive
 good job on very informative research
 the information shared was extremely helpful, useful and may be practically applied to
everyday interaction with people
 good presentations, reporting, interaction and wonderful people to work with. Great
job presenters. Thanks to Barb, Carly and others. “A good start in raising awareness
among concerned persons and raising support for future planning by NWTSS.”
 meeting flowed and encouraged sharing without pressure. “It is so good to learn from
resource people and others.”
 good daily length
Room For Improvement
 honorariums for community delegates
 better symposium venue/easier parking
 more men involved/participating
 be sure that funding reaches and helps victims of older adult abuse.
 no more research. The time for action is now. Use the results to plan for action.
 sitting too long
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Thank you to our partners and supporters.

